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"Mikhail scattered his pocket change in front of the beggars like crumbs of bread."

(22 responses)
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Pocket change (coins) are being compared to what?
(22 responses)

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

Crumbs of bread

Crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

crumbs of bread

bread

Bread crumbs

Crumbs of bread

Crumbs of Bread

Crumbs of bread.

What kind of metaphor is this? (22 responses)



How do you know? (22 responses)

Word like

like

'like'

the word 'like' used

used the word 'like'

The sentence says "-like" when they compare the coins to the crumbs of bread.

The word "like"

It used the word 'like' when it compared.

Used "like"

the work "like' is for comparing

Comparison uses 'like'.

They used 'like' to compare pocket change and bread.

Uses the word "like" to make a direct comparison.

Similes use the words, "like" or "as"

The sentence express Mikhail's act like spill crumbs to bagger.

There is a comparison word "like"

Uses word "like"

The word "like" used in the sentence is used for similes

There is a 'like' in the sentence, which represents simile.

The above sentence used "like" to express the metaphor

author used "like crumbs of bread"

Simple Metaphor
Simile
Implied Metaphor

100%



comparison was made by using the word 'like'.

"House �ies orbited around the rotten mangoes."

House �ies are being compared to what? (22 responses)

Planets

Planets

Planets

planet

planet

planet

planets

planets

rotten mangoes

rotten mangoes

Planet

Planet

house �ies with train

a planet like earth that orbits around the sun by gravitational 'attraction'

satellite

Earth

orbited

I think the writer wanted to mention the bad people who are always brought other bad people

Satellite

planets

Planet

like a planet that orbit around a sun



What kind of metaphor is this? (22 responses)

How do you know? (22 responses)

No like or is

NO like or is

'orbited' - usually used for planets

orbited

satellite orbit around planets.

It compares House �ies with a word we normally use to describe a �y.

The comparsion is implied in the language. It is not clearly using words such as "like" or "as"

It doesn't tell about what is being compared but the word orbit came to mind as a 'planet'.

used word orbited for earth

orbit is for planets

The example doesn't say the �ies are orbiting planets or like orbiting planets, the metaphor is implied in the
sentence.

They used word 'orbited' to compare house �ies as planets.

Flies are described with a word that is normally used to describe planets

It doesn't clearly state the comparison.

Simple Metaphor
Simile
Implied Metaphor

100%



I could imagine because this sentence didn't compare anything with �ies.

Not clearly pointed

comparison is implied within the sentence

The comparison is implied and embedded in the language

All of planets are orbiting.

it did not clearly point out using words like “was,” “is,” or "like"

There is no "were", "are", "like", or "as". Author compared �ies as planet.

orbited is usually used to describe planet

"Helen can't come to the party because she is totally plugged into her new book."

Helen is being compared to what? (22 responses)

plug

plug

plug

charger

charger

Consent

she and the charge or other electrons steff

a electrical wire that is plugged into a socket

a plug

Plugged

Electrial Outlet

Electric cord

plugged

Outlet

Tech - maybe a phone or computer



A magnet

Her new book

Plug (electric plug)

An outlet

Plug

someone who is completely lost in reading

new book

What kind of metaphor is this? (22 responses)

How do you know? (22 responses)

She 'is'

there is "is"

'plugged' - usually used for a socket and electrical cable or wire

plugged

plugs get plugged into places.

It compares Helen with a word we normally use to describe someone who's addicted to the book.

Comparison is implied, and there are no speci�c words such as "is" or "like."

Simple Metaphor
Simile
Implied Metaphor

59.1%

40.9%



It doesn't show much comparing but the word 'plugged' reminded me of the electric cord which stays next to
the plugs.

used word plugged for concent

plugger are usually for cordes

Comparison using "is". The sentence says Helen IS plugged into her new book.

They compared Helen as a charger by using word 'plugged'. They used 'is' but they didn't tell Helen as charger
right away, so we can know that this is implied metaphor.

Even though the word "is" is in the sentence, there is no statement that says Helen is something else. "Plugged
in" is normally used to describe something technological.

The sentence shows an "is" in the comparison.

Because writer used plug to explain how much she focused on her book.

A is B

The word "is" is used in the sentence

The comparison is implied and embedded in the language

Because in this sentence, it says totally plugged into her new book.

comparison made using is

There is no "like", or "as". It is implied in the language. Helen is immersed into her new book.

the comparison is implied to the word new book

"My heart is a stereo. It beats for you so listen close."

My heart is being compared to what? (22 responses)

stereo

stereo

stereo

stereo

stereo

stereo



stereo

stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

a stereo

a stereo

heart with speaker.

pounding

Stereo(speakers)

A stereo

stereo and beats

What kind of metaphor is this? (22 responses)

(22 responses)

Simple Metaphor
Simile
Implied Metaphor

90.9%



How do you know? (22 responses)

My heart 'is'

There is "is"

'is'

is

used the word 'is'

It contains "is" for its comparison

Comparison is made using the word "is."

It said the heart 'is' a stereo.

used "is"

stereo is like a speaker, and heart pounds .

Comparison using "is".

They compared heart as stereo using word 'is'.

The word "is" makes a direct comparison.

The heart IS a stereo. It's using "is" for comparison.

Writer said his heart is beating like stereo because of his lover

A is B -> My Heart(A) is a Stereo(B)

The word "is" is used in the sentence

"Is" is used to comparison

They represent heart by a stereo.

comparison is implied and used "is"

author used "My heart is a stereo".

Comparison was made by using 'is'.


